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Overview

1. What is the odderon?
2. The odderon in elastic scattering.
3. The odderon in central exclusive 

diffraction.
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What is the odderon?

• Strong force is often (effectively) colourless 
• About 50% of the total cross-section at the

LHC is either elastic or diffractive
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Pomeron is C-even colourless gluons state.  Odderon is C-odd.
Perturbatively this corresponds to 2 and 3 correlated gluons.
Copious evidence for pomeron but not for odderon.
To find odderon, study suitable elastic and diffractive processes

L. Jenkovszky, R. Schicker, I. Szanyi, Entropy 2022, 24(7), 1001



Diffractive Scattering 
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Optical diffraction

Particle scattering 𝜎! = 𝜎"# + 𝜎$%"#

Optical theorem: 

Differential cross-section



Regge Theory
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𝐴 𝑠, 𝑡 ~𝑠&(() where a(t) is the Regge trajectory for the exchanged particle

e.g. Pomeron trajectory

For processes mediated 
by a single Pomeron

𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑡
~𝑠*& ( +*

gives intercept 

gives slope

Regge theory describes scattering processes with s>>|t|

Particles exchanged in the t-channel lead to power growth in s-channel.

𝛼℘(𝑡) = 𝛼℘ 0 + 𝛼℘- 𝑡

so

so



Total cross-sections
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A. Levy arXiv:0711.0737

ATLAS collaboration arXiv:2207.12246 
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centre-of-mass of the photon-proton system



Differential cross-sections
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CMS collaboration Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 8, 702D0 collaboration Phys. Rev. D 012009
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Pomeron trajectory
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𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑡

=
1

16𝜋𝑠*
𝐴(𝑠, 𝑡) *~𝑒.(𝑠*& ( +*

𝑠 = 52.8 GeV

𝑠 = 550 GeVaP(0)=1.08
a’P=0.25 GeV-2

p

p
𝒫

H1 collaboration Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 12, 1189

dσ
dt
~ ebt

S. Donnachie and P. Landshoff, 
Nucl. Phys. B 231 (1984) 189 

UA4 (pp)

ISR (pp)

𝛼℘ = 𝛼℘ 0 + 𝛼℘- 𝑡

(W=s)



Crossing symmetry
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a=b=c=d=p
s channel:
u channel:

𝑝 + 𝑝 → 𝑝 + 𝑝
𝑝 + �̅� → 𝑝 + �̅�

𝐴//→// 𝑠, 𝑡, 𝑢 = 𝐴//̅→//̅ 𝑢, 𝑡, 𝑠

𝐴2 = 𝐴//→// + 𝐴//̅→//̅

𝐴+ = 𝐴//→// − 𝐴//̅→//̅
(same for pp and pp) corresponds to C=+1 exchange (pomeron)
(swaps for pp and pp) corresponds to C=-1 exchange (odderon)

𝐴//→// 𝑠𝑒$3, 𝑡 = 𝐴//̅→//̅ 𝑠, 𝑡 ∗ so pomeron amplitude ~ imaginary while odderon ~ real

How do you see the odderon:
1. Look in diffractive / colour-neutral processes
2. Look for differences between
3. Look at large values of t

A- assumed negligible at high s before L. Lukaszuk, B. Nicolescu, Lett. Nuovo Cim. 8 (1973) 405

𝑝𝑝 and 𝑝�̅�



Cornille Plot 
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A. Martin and G. Matthiae (1989) in 
‘Proton-antiproton collider physics’ ed. Altarelli and Di Lella. 

Froissart-
Martin bound𝑦 ≤ 1 + 𝑥/2

Maximal odderon

y ≤ 𝑥 + 1

A+ ~ (ln s)x

A- ~ (ln s)y

Froissart-Martin bound 𝜎!5! ≤ 𝐶 ln 𝑠 *

(Thanks to N. Buttimore for alerting me to this beautiful work)



ISR data fit by DL
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Nucl. Phys. B 231 (1984) 189 

Single
Pomeron

Triple gluon 
exchange

𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑡
~𝑒6(

𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑡
~𝛼78𝑡+6

P,PP and
interference

Prediction

ISR energy

(energy 
independent)



pp results
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Clear evidence for C-odd behaviour although lower energy data can have 
not insignificant Reggeon contributions (e.g. r exchange)

Would like to compare data at same centre-of-mass energies.

UA4 (546 GeV)
compared
to ISR

UA4 collaboration Phys.Lett.B 155 (1985) 197-202

D0 collaboration Phys.Rev.D 86 (2012) 012009

D0 (1.96 TeV)



ds/dt from LHC
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Totem and D0 collaborations
Phys.Rev.Lett. 127 (2021) 6, 062003



ds/dt at 1.96 TeV in pp and pp
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Phys.Rev.Lett. 127 (2021) 6, 062003

The dip is more pronounced for the pp data.
(quantified as disagreeing at the 3.4s level)



Model independent calculation
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Define R as ratio of bump to dip.

The ensemble of pp and ppbar data
at different energies show different
R behaviour.

Clear evidence for P-odd contribution.



Measurement of r parameter
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A = Im A i + ρ = (𝑖 + 𝜌)𝑠𝜎!𝜎! =
9
:
Im(𝐴"#(s,t)) 𝜌 ≡

Re(𝐴"#(𝑠, 𝑡 = 0))
Im(𝐴"#(𝑠, 𝑡 = 0))

M
𝑑𝜎"#
𝑑𝑡 (;<

=
1

16𝜋𝑠*
𝐴"#(𝑠, 𝑡) * =

(1 + 𝜌*)𝜎!*

16𝜋

Recall Pomeron is dominantly imaginary
Odderon is real
r increases with odderon contribution 

and changes sign under crossing

2003
C. Ewerz, The Odderon in QCD, hep-ph/0306137

UA4 result in 1987 seemed to show 
‘maximal’ odderon but with more data 
difference less pronounced.



r parameter at LHC (TOTEM)
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M
𝑑𝜎"#
𝑑𝑡 (;<

=
(1 + 𝜌*)𝜎!*

16𝜋
r=Re(A)/Im(A) found through interference between
QED and QCD scattering processes.  
Fit to dsel/dt allows simultaneous extraction of sT and r

Normalisation of cross-
section obtained by 
requiring sel=31 mb as 
measured with b*=90 m 
optics in a luminosity-
independent analysis.

Special b*=2.5km machine optics that maximises vertical scattering angle 

TOTEM collaboration, Eur.Phys.J.C 76 (2016) 12, 661



r parameter at LHC (TOTEM)
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TOTEM collaboration, Eur.Phys.J.C 76 (2016) 12, 661



r parameter at LHC
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ATLAS collaboration, arXiv: 2207.12246 (2022)

ATLAS performed measurement using high b* machine optics, detecting protons 
in ALFA detector ~250m from interaction point.  

M
𝑑𝜎"#
𝑑𝑡 (;<

=
(1 + 𝜌*)𝜎!*

16𝜋
r=Re(A)/Im(A) found through interference between 
QED and QCD scattering processes.  
Fit to dsel/dt allows simultaneous extraction of sT & r

Normalisation of cross-section comes from Van 
der Meer scans with precision of 2.15%



r parameter at LHC
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ATLAS performed measurement using high b* machine optics, detecting protons 
in ALFA detector ~250m from interaction point.  

ATLAS collaboration, arXiv: 2207.12246 (2022)

r consistent between ATLAS/TOTEM.  sT differs by about 2.2 std.
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arXiv:2202.03724



Odderon search in central production
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O

C-odd
meson cc

C-even
meson



Method 1: High pT CEP of vector mesons.
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Photoproduction of J/y has been measured at 
HERA (g from e), Tevatron and LHC (g from p or A) 

In Regge theory the momentum transfer through the 
Pomeron is usually modelled
and the experimental data
broadly supports this 

Eur.Phys.J.C 73 (2013) 6, 2466

dσ
dt
~ ebt

LHCb collaboration JHEP 10 (2018) 167

Note:
1. H1 required power-

law to fit high pT tail
2. Backgrounds 

dominate at high pT



Method 1: High pT CEP of vector mesons.
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Odderon contribution might be 1-10% at LHC and would dominate at high pT
…..  but experimentally this is difficult to see

Angular distribution of muons due to polarisation may also differ (R. Schnicker)

Bzdak, Motyka, Szymanowski, Cudell PRD 75 (2007) 094023

Replace 1- g with 1- O

O



Method 2: High mass CEP of VM pairs
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An intriguing aspect of ϕϕ is
that is may have a contribution
from odderon, visible at high mass.

P. Lebiedowicz,O. Nachtmann,, A.Szczurek
PRD 101 (2020) 9, 094012

Visible in high mass tail of  ϕϕ ?



Method 3:
Interference C+/C-
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Brodsky, Rathsman, Merino,  PLB461 (1998) 114.
Hagler, Pire, Szymanowski, Teryaev, EPJ26 (2002) 261.
Ginzburg, Ivanov, Nikolaev, EPJdirect 1 (2003) 1.
Bolz, Ewerz, Maniatis, Nachtmann, Sauter,
Schoening, JHEP 1501 (2015) 151.

Interference of photoproduction processes

N.B. linear with amplitude

Need to tag outgoing proton to define production plane?



r meson production in ultra-
peripheral central collisions at LHC
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CMS collaboration Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 8, 702 ALICE collaboration JHEP 06 (2020) 035



Method 4: Photoproduction of C+
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Czyzewski, Kwiecinski, Motyka, PLB398 (1997) 400.
Berger, Donnachie, Dosch, Kilian, Nachtmann, EPJ C9 (1999) 491.
Ryskin EPJ C2 (1998) 339.
Kilian & Nachtmann, EPJ C5 (1998) 317.
Harland-Lang, Khoze, Martin, Ryskin PRD 99 (2019) 3, 034011

Search in CEP photoproduction where quantum numbers inconsistent with pomeron

Acta Phys. Polon. B33, 3499 (2002). (Conference proceeding.)



Direct observation at LHC?
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Harland-Lang, Khoze, Martin, Ryskin PRD 99 (2019) 3, 034011
dσ/dy|y=0 for Pbp collisions

Note: Background processes are always much bigger

Which modes can provide significant signal?
How can you be sure any excess is due to odderon?

Go forward



Photoproduction of C+ meson

• To enhance the photon flux we 
consider heavy ion collisions
– Proton-ion (pA) 
– Ion-ion (AA*)

• Compared to pp collisions:
– SIGNAL: For Pb, photon flux is ~Z2=6700 greater 

and strongly peaked to backward rapidities
– Pomeron-pomeron BKG: cross-section is factor 

2-5 greater than for protons
– gg BKG: Z2 enhanced in pA. Z4 in AA!  (Z2 in AA*)

30

ρ

f0
f2

arX
iv:1912.00611 



Key idea
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C+ mesons dominantly produced by 
Double Pomeron Exchange: roughly 
flat with rapidity

x=MVe-y

Guzey, Zhalov
JHEP 02 (2014) 046

Ap -> A + f2 + p
AA* -> A + f2 +  A* gA-> f2 + A* 

b>RA+Rp for pA
b>2RA for AA

gp -> f2 + p 

C+ production by photoproduction is 
peaked towards low rapidities due to 
energy dependence of photon flux

SIGNAL PROCESS:

f2
p

A



Results for p-Pb collisions
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Pomeron-Pomeron production is flat 
and scaled to p-p results 
(CMS arXiv:1706.08310)

Gamma-Odderon is forward peaked.  
Value unknown.  Assume nominal 
1nb photoproduction cross-section.

The excluded region comes from 
preliminary H1 result
(Acta Phys. Polon. B33, 3499 (2002))

Greater sensitivity than previous 
result.

An excess of events would be seen, 
but only in the forward region
i.e. for LHCb in pA and not Ap. 
Distinctive signature

R.M., V. Khoze, A. Martin, M. Ryskin, 
Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 3, 288



Results for (incoherent) AA* collisions
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Pomeron-Pomeron production is flat 
and scaled to p-p results 

Gamma-Odderon is forward peaked 
but one needs to know which ion 
emitted the photon. Detecting 
break-up allows us do this.

1nb photoproduction cross-section 
assumed again.

Cross-section is ~ factor 100 greater 
than in pA. However, luminosity at 
LHC for AA is  ~ factor 100 lower.

Relative background is much lower
than in pA collisions. R.M., V. Khoze, A. Martin, M. Ryskin, 

Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 3, 288



Asymmetry
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Asymmetry in pA/Ap would be most clearly seen in forward/backward detectors.
Note: LHC has runs where they swap the direction of the projectiles

Asymmetry in AA requires you ‘tag’ the photon emitter: the ion that doesn’t break 



Conclusions
• There are clear differences in the pp and pp elastic 

scattering data 
• This is consistent with a C=-1 exchange
• Details of exchange are not well constrained yet
• Need more data and independent verification in 

diffractive processes.
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